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Release Notes 2011-10-30
Config db ntf: 20111030151500

Analyze db ntf: 20111030151500
Windows Version: 2.5 :: MAC OS X Version: 2.0.35 :: Linux Version: 2.0.29

Eclipse Plugin:

Major Improvements: Updated HW/SW Inventory agent, updated Collect Locations & Connections agent, Analyze cleanup agent now supports 
long result emails, Added release Notes view to MC Config database, Fixed a problem with database.xsl, Online Update 404 Fix

General Notes

Supported IBM Lotus Notes releases: 5.x, 6.x, 7.x, 8.x, up to 8.5.3 (Administrators need at least IBM Lotus Notes 7.x on WIndows or 
Linux)
Supported client-side operating systems: Microsoft Windows NT4 (>=SP2), 2000, XP, 2003, 2008, Vista, 7, and Citrix/WTS, Apple Mac 
OS X Leopard & Lion, Linux
Supported server-side operating systems: any supported by IBM (operating system independent)
NOTE: Support is limited for platform and release combinations not supported by IBM

Linux & Mac OS X: Skinning, Realtime, Zip/Unzip and Attachment Blocking are not available on Linux or Mac OS X;
MarvelClient on Mac OSX and Linux does not support the runtype "After Login - Before Sync" - any such actions must be set to run at a 
different supported runtype, e.g. "After Login"
MarvelClient on Mac OSX and Linux does not support the runtype "On first server access" - any such actions must be set to run at a 
different supported runtype, e.g. "After Login - After Write"

IMPORTANT
NOTES

This release contains select important updates highlighted in red

Configuration Database

FIX Online Update of type LotusScript has been fixed to no longer display an irritating error 404 (http status code for "not found") "Could not 
download templates_override.html"

FIX The smart file downloader displayed "Unknown" as document type; this has been fixed

FIX The compact desktop action displayed a wrong quick info text (blue help box at the beginning of the form)

NEW Added various MC Upgrade example documents for customers with an MC Upgrade license

NEW Release Notes are now displayed in the Information category of the navigation pane in the configuration database

NEW In preparation of an upcoming DLL update, the Configuration database now has a new action "Settings\CID. ID-File Settings" which will 
allow to enable/disable the "Don't prompt for a password from other Notes based tasks" setting under "File\Security\User Security ..."

Analyze Database

FIX The database.xsl document did not properly update for some customers during last online update - it would contain a fieldname 
"lt_simulated" at the top of the sync field names:

WRONG CORRECT / FIXED

CHANGE / 
ENHANCEM
ENT

The view "ID Files\by Act. & Expiry Date" has been changed as follows: a top-level category has been added to distinguish by Certifier 
and User Activation/Expiry dates.
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CHANGE The HW/SW inventory agent has been changed to better detect whether a user has admin rights or not for Windows XP, Vista & 7
- please make sure that - after applying the new template updates - you click on "Check for update" in the "Run Agent" action(s) that 
carry out the HW/SW inventory (if any).

CHANGE / 
ENHANCEM
ENT

The HW/SW inventory agent now collects various security details into whoami_* fields in the HW/SW audit result documents (Windows 
Vista & 7 only)
- please make sure that - after applying the new template updates - you click on "Check for update" in the "Run Agent" action(s) that 
carry out the HW/SW inventory (if any).

CHANGE / 
ENHANCEM
ENT

The HW/SW inventory agent now also adds cluster members of the server being uploaded to into the reader fields of the HW/SW 
inventory result documents
- please make sure that - after applying the new template updates - you click on "Check for update" in the "Run Agent" action(s) that 
carry out the HW/SW inventory (if any).
Applying this update is a MUST for customers that only give the role [Admin] to a hub server but not to spokes to keep the 
analyze database small on spoke servers.

CHANGE / 
ENHANCEM
ENT

The Collect Locations & Connection agent now also adds cluster members of the server being uploaded to into the reader fields of the 
collected documents
- please make sure that - after applying the new template updates - you click on "Check for update" in the "Run Agent" action(s) that 
carry out the collection of locations and connections (if any).
Applying this update is a MUST for customers that only give the role [Admin] to a hub server but not to spokes to keep the 
analyze database small on spoke servers.

ENHANCEM
ENT

The cleanup agent can now send large result emails - in previous releases, the maximum result length was limited to around 32 KB - 
Cleanup/Automailer log emails are now limited to around 2 GB.

NEW In preparation of an upcoming DLL update, the Analyze database now shows new categories in the "ID FIles\by Cert. & more" view: 
Together with an upcoming DLL update, this view allows monitoring of whether users have
a.) SSO enabled (Notes Single Sign On)
b.) "Don't prompt for password for other Notes based tasks" enabled

.DLL Updates (Windows)

- No 
changes -

- No changes -

.dylib Updates (Mac OS X)

NEW (2.0.35) MarvelClient now supports Mac OS X Lion

.so Updates (Linux)

- No 
changes -

- No changes -
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